In a recent paper, Chialvo, Cummings and Evans Phys. Rev. E., 47, 1702 (1993)] attempt to relate single-particle and collective expressions, due respectively to McQuarrie Statistical Mechanics, (Harper and Row, New York, 1976)] and Helfand Phys. Rev., 119, 1 (1960)] for the calculation of shear viscosities in molecular dynamics simulations. We point out that their analysis does not correspond to the simulation algorithm they actually use, that the system-size dependence they derive and the extrapolation procedure they propose are incorrect, and that they have established no relation between their analysis and the shear viscosity. Our own analysis explains the simulation results in terms of the arti cial way that periodic box boundary crossings are handled. We nd no support for a link between the McQuarrie formula and any valid statistical mechanical expression for the shear viscosity.
In a previous Comment 5] we have analyzed the simulation algorithm rst described in Ref. 1] , pointing out di erences between the Lennard-Jones uid shear viscosities simulated in this way, and the accepted values for the same state point. Our analysis showed that the apparent Einstein relation seen by these authors could be associated with a singleparticle correlation function arising from the way their algorithm handled periodic boundary crossings. We tested our analysis using an exactly soluble model: a system of independent atoms obeying Brownian Dynamics with a prescribed di usion coe cient. The analysis expresses the`viscosity' of this system exactly in terms of static quantities:
where is the density and L the box size (we assume a cubic box throughout). This diverges with increasing L, in proportion to L, i.e. it goes as N 1=3 for xed and T. It is not a transport coe cient. The above expression was con rmed very accurately by Brownian Dynamics simulations. For the Lennard-Jones system, the same dependence on L, and T comes out of our analysis, although the numerical prefactor must be evaluated approximately. It is, however, again dominated by a term which does not involve time correlations, i.e. a static, not a dynamic, quantity. It is clearly not related to the shear viscosity.
In a more recent By contrast, our analysis 5] is based directly on the algorithm actually used by Chialvo et al.. We relate, rigorously (in the limit of small simulation timestep), the BPBC variables to single-particle coordinates and velocities in the unfolded system, i.e. to which no periodic boundary corrections are applied. These quantities smoothly evolve according to the classical equations of motion, and are well behaved in the thermodynamic limit. is exact (subject to the above proviso concerning multiple box boundary crossings) and is con rmed by our simulations. Finally, we comment on the formal manipulations of Refs. 1,2], which lead to the claimed equivalence between the Helfand and McQuarrie forms. These raise entirely di erent questions from the above discussion of the BPBC algorithm. We maintain that the authors have failed to prove that the McQuarrie expression is related to the shear viscosity in any way. This is because their derivation uses unbounded variables (like the coordinate z i (t)) in ensemble averages without considering the consequences of taking the thermodynamic limit of in nite system size. These can be nontrivial, since averages involving these quantities are unde ned in the absence of system boundary walls. In the standard derivation of statistical mechanical expressions for transport coe cients in unbounded systems 8], care is taken with the order of the large-wavelength (low wavenumber) and long-time (low frequency) limits, and the existence of a transport coe cient is closely linked to a speci c conservation law, which is absent for the McQuarrie variables. Alternatively, one may consider a system bounded by real walls a distance L apart, and consider the limit L ! 1.
Again, transport-like behaviour depends upon the existence of an appropriate conservation law. This is discussed in detail elsewhere 9], and we simply note here that the McQuarrie expression fails dramatically in this case. We conclude that the McQuarrie formula is not a statistical mechanical expression for the shear viscosity, and that neither the theory nor the simulation results of Refs. 1,2] can be taken to support such a proposition.
Thanks are due to A. J. Masters for helpful conversations. The simulations were performed on workstations funded by the Science and Engineering Research Council. Error bars are smaller than the symbol sizes. The straight line shows the expected scaling. 
